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August 1987

EDITORIAL
So here we are, about half way through this year's orienteering
calendar. Things start to 'hot up' from now, with the first of the
Area Championships in Central Districts only a couple of weeks away
followed by the Challenge against Australia in September and then the
Auckland and New Zealand Championships a month later. For those wishing to travel further afield there are also Championship events in
Wellington and the South Island in the next few months.
Of course not all orienteers get excited about championships and
the thought of driving for nearly an hour to get to a forest is quite
bad enough for them, without contemplating travelling any further.
These people prefer regular park events close to home, as evidenced
by the large numbers that attend Central Club's park events and it is
a pity that they attracted criticism for trying something new with
their 'Leisure events'. Paul Dalton has expressed my thoughts exactly
in his 'Letter to the Editor'.
Keith Stone
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COMING

EVENTS

AUGUST
2

8
9

16
23

30

C

Three Kings: Street and park event starting at Three Kings
Domain.
NW
Woodhill Forest: Colour-coded forest event on Puketapu Road
map. Entry to forest via Headquarters.
R
Kawerau: Warm up event on Death Valley map.
R Kawerau: Central Districts Championships on Tarawera map in
Tarawera Forest. Badge event and final trial for New Zealand team, Entries closed 18 July.
SA Waiuku Forest: Promotion event.
C
St Heliers: Park event on Dingle Dell map.
C
Woodhill Forest: AOAOY6on Mushroom Road and Telephone
Track maps. Entry to forest via Headquarters. Details in
last month's magazine.
SA Otahuhu: Promotion event on Mt Richmond map.

SEPTEMBER
5
6

8
10
12
13
20
27

RK Levin: WOA OY5 on Waitarere map. Warm up event for those in
tomorrow's relays.
NW Woodhill Forest: Colour-coded forest event on Mission Coast
Road map. Entry to forest via Headquarters.
RK
NW of Bulls: AUSTRALIA / NEW ZEALAND CHALLENGE RELAYS and
Area Relays on MSD Forest and farmland map. *
HB Hawkes Bay: Australia / New Zealand warm up event on
Whirinaki Forest map. *
R
Rotorua: Australia / New Zealand warm up event on Perimeter
Road forest map. *
H
Cambridge: Australia / New Zealand warm up event on
Pukekura farmland map. *
H
Whatawhata: AUSTRALIA / NEW ZEALAND INDIVIDUAL CHALLENGE on
Four Brothers farmland map. *
C
Mangere: Promotion event on Self's Farm map. Entry from
Tidal Road, Mangere.
SA Waiuku Forest: Auckland Relay Championships, Refer page 11
for details. Entries close 6 September.
*

START

Full details of Challenge Series events (marked *) were
printed in the June magazine. Entries for the Relays and
the Individual Challenge closed on 31 July. All other
events are Entry On Day.
TIMES

Events can usually be started any time between 10.00am and 1.00pm.
Central Districts OY events start between 11.00am and 1.00pm.

CLOSING
Sept 6

DATES

FOR

ENTRIES

Auckland Relay Championships
Entries to your club co-ordinator. Refer page 11.
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LETTERS

TO

THE

EDITOR

Dear Editor,
Secondary Schools' Orienteering Championships
I note with interest the warning given by the South Auckland
Orienteering Club that the 1988 secondary schools orienteering
championships are to be of a higher standard.
As course planner for the last event I made it clear in my report to be circulated with the results, that I had planned the event
to be within the capacity of all participants which meant that to be
commensurate with the technical capacity of the majority of entrants
courses had to be orientated to the learner class.
I do not object to a higher standard but I caution that if this
is to be so and schools are not to be discouraged, then either of the
following administrative changes are necessary:
(a) The championships have to be conducted in two classes (i) an A class for the experienced school orienteers who
can cope with a technically difficult course, and
(ii) a B class for the majority of competing schools who are
usually of learner or novice standard.
or (b) Conduct the event as in athletics, i.e. hold zone qualifying
rounds with the final champion of champion event being
restricted.
The chief drawback to the latter suggestion is that it might not
be possible to obtain schools' permission for an additional qualifying round and secondly that it would severely deplete the champion of
champions field which might not be to the pleasure of the club holding the major event.
Ralph King
North West Orienteering Club

Dear Editor,
Two letters to you in last month's newsletter from Ken
Browne and Sally Pilbrow apparently need some sort of redress. Full
redress would be long and laboured, and as you will see elsewhere in
this newsletter, are a nonsense, so I'll be brief.
Their whole criticism or argument was based around non-fact.
They referred to the event in question as being a "promotional event"
or "so-called publicity event", whatever that is. It was neither. It
was in fact one of those so-called "do-it-yourself" or "leisure"
events, some sort of new format an idiot from Central Club read about
and is trying to inflict on others.
"Leisure event" - primarily for orienteers with some experience
but newcomers catered for.
One should check their facts before
criticising and going into print.
As regards the remark about subsidising Central's results, bad
taste I think, one demeans oneself with this sort of statement and
it's not really worthy of an answer. All I'll say is, wrong again,
check those facts.
Mike Ashmore
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LETTERS

TO

THE

EDITOR

(Continued)

Dear Editor,
Having read the July issue of "Auckland Orienteer", I
note the frustrations of South Auckland Club members in your
"Letters" and I feel a reply is necessary.... thus this letter.
This type of "Leisure" event was discussed at A.O.A. meetings at
least 18 months ago, when the concept was explored — were your club
delegates aware, and reporting to your club?
Secondly - In the original 'White Paper' draft copy of the 1987
programme, each club event was designated with either a C, R or L,
(C - competitive; R - recreational; L = leisure. The L was asterisked
with 'Low key, minimal organisational type of event'), . . . Why did
the A.O.A. omit these designations when published in January 1987?
Having done so, we now have this unfortunate confusion. I hope with
the new 'Events Calendar' being printed that the A.O.A. have remedied
this situation.
Leon J McGivern
President: Central Orienteering Club

Dear Editor,
It is not unexpected to hear cries of protest from the
more 'established' orienteers about Central Club's new leisure
events. In fact the letters from Ken Browne and Sally Pilbrow echo
comments I have heard from quite a few others.
But the whole point of the exercise is not to appeal to those
experienced and traditional orienteers. It is through catering to
this group that has caused the heavy decline in club memberships due
to overworked officials and not catering for new members. South
Auckland (not picking on them deliberately) is a case in point . If
the strategy of only running 'full-blown' events is so successful why
has membership declined to a low of 109 from a peak of close to 400?
We spend too much time criticising each other over petty issues
(such as who is subsidising who's magazine or results) and not enough
on addressing the real issues.
(1) How do you provide orienteering to the large numbers of
people who want to join in the sport but aren't keen to
drive out to Woodhill and Waiuku and get lost?
(2) Why don't clubs do more about training?
(3) How do you reduce the workload on a small bunch of individuals who get jaded and leave the sport?
To name just a few.
So when someone actually does something different to address
these problems, why don't we take a positive approach and at least
see if those initiatives are successful before jumping in with both
feet.
It is unfortunate, but the continued focus on top-level competition in Auckland orienteering will see the demise of the sport to the
level of a few hardened fanatics. The sooner that all of us top-competitors realise that and at least provide for other less-competitive
types in the sport, the sooner we will start moving forward instead
of stagnating in a pool of self-criticism.
Paul Dalton
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LETTERS

TO

THE

EDITOR

(Continued)

Dear Editor,
I notice that South Auckland Club has devised a new
measurement for course lengths. Please refer to their results bulletin for OY4 on 28 June at Waiuku. Course lengths are measured in
"KL" or "Kl". I suppose this is a measure of the volume of beer, wine
or spirits required to recover after completing the course.
My compliments to South Auckland Club for this very realistic
and revolutionary concept. I suppose the results truly reflect the
enthusiasm of individuals to reach the finish.
A pity the club did not provide the appropriate volume of kilolitres free.
Selwyn Palmer

TRAVELLING

TO

AUST./NZ

CHALLENGE

I (and two others) would like to travel down to the Relays and then
visit the various events, perhaps a day skiing, working back up to
Hamilton for the next weekend.
The problem is we haven't any transport. Is there someone out there who would like to do the same and
would like some companions to share costs?
I am willing to act as a co-ordinator if others are looking for rides
or passengers to these events.
Contact Lorri O'Brien, phone 415-8932.

STOP
AREA

PRESS
RELAYS

The closing day for entries to the Area Relays, being held in conjunction with the Australia/New Zealand Challenge Relays, has been
extended to 15 August. As the team to represent New Zealand will be
announced before then, this will give a chance to all those not
selected to form teams from their area.
If you want to participate in these relays you can either make up
your own team or leave it to the club co-ordinators. Either way it
would probably be a good idea to inform your club relay co-ordinator
of your intentions.
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IMPORTANT

MESSAGE

CONSIDERING
NEW

FOR

SELECTION

ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA

ALL
FOR

THOSE
THE

CHALLENGE

As you will probably have realised, the team is not being announced
until 15 August, after the CDOA Champs. Because this is so close
to the actual Challenge itself, several matters need consideration.
GEAR
There will not be enough time to order T Shirts this year, so I do
not propose having one. As people are more likely to want running
suits to show NZ representation, I felt the T shirts were of more
use for swapping, or running in when the weather is hot, plus the
multi-guess system would have to be used for ordering - I've decided
it is probably better to do without for this Challenge.
However Kiwi badges will be available, and I will order approximately
the same quantity as was required last year, so it will be first in
first served. The New Zealand Pocket Badges will be issued to all
Team Members free of charge as usual.
New Zealand tracksuits will be available, provided orders are placed
with me immediately after the team is announced - and it will have
to be immediately. It is unlikely they will be available before
the weekend of the Relays, so if you need a tracksuit before that
it would be better to go to a retailer such as Farmers, Haywrights,
Warnocks or Hallensteins - who all carry this line.
Running suits will be available from Unni Lewis, 23 Park Estate Road,
Papakura (phone 298 0320) for $35 approximately. Unni is trying
to obtain more stock of the Silver Fern braid, but if she cannot
obtain braid of a satisfactory quality, will be using the Maori motif
design used in 1986.
You will need to order from her direct.
It is unlikely we will be able to have a team meeting before the
weekend of the Relays, and so I will be looking towards a meeting on
the Saturday night in the Levin area if possible - more details later
As far as entries are concerned (and by the time you read this it
will probably be too late), just enter the event as usual, including
Relay teams, and we will refund entry fees after the event. It is
probably wise to make up a Relay team bearing in mind the fact that
you may be in the team and allowing for possible replacements. Whatever way it works, its bound to cause the organisers headaches on
the day!
If you need to contact me for any information, please write to
PO Box 415, Papakura or phone 298 9073 (09) after 5 pm or before 8 am
Keep up your training programme and be aware of any health problems attend to them now while there is lots of time.
Good luck!
JILL DALTON
TEAM MANAGER
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"LEISURE" ORIENTEERING EVENTS

This year a new format of 'O' event has been introduced onto the Auckland
scene and, for the want of a better name, I refer to it as a "Leisure"
type event.
As I see it, we can classify the four types of events run in Auckland
as follows:a)

Promotional

- aimed first and foremost at newcomers with experienced
orienteers catered for.

b)

Training

- for experienced orienteers

c)

Leisure

- primarily for orienteers with some experience but newcomers
catered for.

d)

Competition - as per C.

To run events a, b or d normally requires high levels of organisational
manpower, time and equipment. Three negative aspects of the sport which
are drastically reduced when it comes to "Leisure" type events.
Example:
Manpower - two to
Basic equipment -

three people (setter, controller and/or co-ordinator)
controls for courses
sets of master maps with pens
quantity of competition maps
sets of master control descriptions with pens
quantity of control cards
quantity of pencils
results display with staples
time clock
'O' banner
event information board
cash box

Peripheral equipment - co-ordinators discretion, but events can be held
with just the above equipment.
Competition procedure:1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Decide which course to run from event information board.
Register - purchase map and control description/clip card.
Transcribe control descriptions from master description sheets.
Transcribe course from master maps.
Allocate your own start time.
Start yourself at appropriate time.
On finishing, record your own finish time.
Calculate your own elapsed time.
Staple your own results to results display.

That's it, simple, 'do it yourself' "Leisure" orienteering.
What were the officials doing?
Relaxing, of course. No pressure, probably looking after any newcomers.
The basic facilities were provided, the competitors did the rest.
Results of these events are of secondary importance. They will be displayed
at the event only and will not be posted or published. Therefore, the
organisers can simply throw them away after the event. (No need to burn
the midnight oil on result collation, typing, printing or posting.)
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Why the need for such events?
Reasons:
1) To offer more local events on a more regular basis.
2) To better cater for the large proportion of orienteers who do not want
to venture out to the forests and farms for their orienteering.
3) To offer experienced
orienteers more local events which they can
use for doing their own thing as far as technique training (hence the secondary
importance of results).
Aims
1) To eventually have the Auckland area hold events every week for at
least eleven months of the year.
2) To induce a public image of the sport as a more readily and accessible
activity in the same way they can relate to such activities as golf, tennis
and squash, etc. (e.g. one can wake up on any Sunday morning and decide to
go orienteering,knowing full well that the facilities for such an activity
are going to be available.)
There is no way we could achieve such aims using existing methods or formats
to run events. The manpower would be prohibitive; club members would be
even more overworked and eventually "burnt out". Optimistically, however,
I feel more events run on the proceeding format would achieve these aims
quite easily.
MIKE ASHMORE

CLUB

OFFICERS

CENTRAL :
President

Leon McGivern

Secretary

Barry Tuck

Treasurer

Eddie Reddish

46 Hope Farm Avenue
Pakuranga
14 Estelle Place
Pakuranga
12 Pooley Street
Pakuranga

564-567
567-414
569-147

NORTH WEST :
President

Bruce Henderson

Secretary

Colin Bray

Treasurer

Stan Foster

57 Stanaway Street
Northcote
POBox 36-059
Northcote
70 Waimarie Road
Whenuapai

418-4979
479-5590
416-7106

SOUTH AUCKLAND :
President

John Robinson

Secretary

Rosemary Gatland

Treasurer

Bruce Hendrie

POBox 575
Pukekohe
2 Jill Place
Manurewa
1/8 Mersey Place
Avondale
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(085) 86-911
267-5087
678-489

Australia versus New Zealand Challenge
Individual Event - Sunday 13th September
We have been coersed into making some changes
to the course and grade combinations previously
notified on the entry form. The amended version
is shown below.
Course Diff.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Easy

16

Easy

COURSE

Length Challenge Grades
100%
70%
75%
65%
60%
55%
50%
45%
40%
30%
60%
45%
40%
30%
20%

M21E
W21E
M19,
M17,
M45A
W19,
M50A
W17,
W45A
W50

M35A
M40A
W35A
W40A, M55

M15
W15

15%

&

GRADE

Other Grades
M21E
W21E
M21A, M19, M35A
M17, M40A
M45A
W21A, W19, W35A
M50A
W17, W40A, M55
W45A
W50
M21B
M35B, M15
M17+C, M40B, M45B
M13, M50B, W21B, W15
W13, W17+C, W35B, W40B
W45B, M12, M13-16B
W12, W13-16B, Novice

COMBINATIONS

In this one issue of the Auckland Orienteer there are course and
grade combinations listed for three separate Badge events; the New
Zealand Champs, the Auckland Champs and, above, the Australia vs NZ
Challenge. Three different events and three different combinations!!
Much has been said in the past about the necessity of setting
appropriate courses for all grades of age and experience at our top
level events; about the need of 'A'grade courses for 'A'grade runners
even if they are 50-year-old women; about the need for easier courses
for beginners. The new combinations for the Challenge are the best I
have seen (although I would have put M12 and M13-16B on course 16
with the girls of the same age). Those being used for the Auckland
Champs come a close second, and have the slight advantage of a lesser
number of courses used, but W17A and M35-44B should not be on the
same course. Perhaps course 8 would have been better for W17A? Some
of the combinations in the NZ Champs though, are a bit surprising.
Course 10 has two 'A' grades (W45 and W17) with W21B, (which is the
third open grade after W21E and W21A). Course 11 puts our best 50+
women with three 'B' grades and novice men (M21C).
Unless someone can come up with better combinations than
Hamilton Club are using for the Challenge, I believe the N.Z.O.F.
should recommend that these be used for all future Badge events.
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AUCKLAND
When :
Who :
Where
:
Terrain
:
Course
Planner:
Controller :
Co-ordinator :
Format :

RELAY

CHAMPIONSHIPS

27 September 1987
South Auckland Club
Waiuku Forest
Open mature forest with easy running
Graeme Fisken
Ray Eade
Geoff Pilbrow
Same as last year

Teams will consist of five competitors and all will compete in
the same race. Grade restrictions on different legs have been
kept to a minimum, but it is intended to have a range of grades
in each team. Each grade has been allocated a rating and each
team is allowed a maximum rating of 145, made up of the total
five grade ratings of the individual team members.
Grade Ratings
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

M21E
M35A,
M19A,
M17A,
M50A,
M15A,
M45B,
M13A,
W13A,
M12A,

W21E
M21A,
M21B
W19A,
M35B,
W15A,
M18B,
W18B,
M14B,

Leg
Leg
Leg
Leg
Leg

AB C D E -

to
to
to
to
to

1
2
3
4
5

M40A, M45A
W21A,
M55A,
W21B,
M21C,
W21C,
W12A,

W35A
W17A, W40A
W45A
M60A, W35B, W50A
W45B, W55A
W14B

50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5

Course Lengths and Difficulties
2 kms, 4 to 5 controls and easy
3 kms, 4 to 5 controls and medium
4 kms, 6 to 7 controls and medium
5 kms, 8 to 9 controls and hard
6 kms, 10 to 13 controls and hard

Grade Restrictions
Leg A - Juniors under 17
Leg B - Any B or C grade or W50+
Legs C, D, E - Any grade
Interclub Competition
First three teams from each club will have their places totalled
and the winning club will be the one with the lowest total.
Entries
One person from each club will co-ordinate each club's entries.
Contact your own club representative North
West:
Ann Fettes - Ph 875-358
Central:
Mike Ashmore - Ph 566-850
South Auckland: Unni Lewis - Ph 298-0320
or Lyndsay Shuker - Ph (085) 59-828
Entries close to Geoff Pilbrow (Ph 298-5504) on 6 September 1987
Only the number of teams from each club is required together
with the appropriate entry fees. Individual competitors names
are not required at this stage.
ENTRY FEES: Seniors $6.00, Juniors (under 19) $4.00
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NEW ZEALAND ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS 1987
Sunday 25 October 1987
AT

Paetataramoa forest, 20 km north east of Taupo

HOSTED BY

Taupo Orienteering Club with Terry Brighouse, Sue Harvey,
Dave Sayer, John Love and Tony Trass as mappers and Terry
Brighouse as course-setter, Tony Trass as vetter and
organiser, Morna McFarlane as coordinator and Ken Hoist
of Rotorua as our controller

ON

New five colour, 1:15 000, 5 metre contours map
Gullied pumice terrain with four and ten year old
radiata pines planted on grazed farmland

CLASSES
Course Grades
1
M21E
2
W21E
3
M35A
M19-20
M21A
4
M40A
M17-18
5
M45A
6
M50 W35A W19-20
7
M21B
W21A
8
M35B

Course
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

* Ages as at 31 December

Grades
M15-16 M55 W40A
W45A W17-18 W21B
(M21C M45B M40B
(W35B W50
M13-14A W15-16
W13-14A W21C W40B
(M12A M13-14B
(W13-14B W45B W12A
M12B W12B

1987

* Organisers reserve the right to combine or split grades/courses
ENTRIES Closing date: entries accepted postmarked up to and including
25 September 1987. Late entries accepted only up to 30 September 1987
at double entry fee
Seniors
$7.00
Juniors( < 19) $4.00
Family maximum
$18.00
Send to Taupo Orienteering Club, P.O. Box 666, Taupo
Enquiries phone Tony Trass Taupo (074) 89876
MODEL AREA Saturday 24 October 1987. On an area adjoining the
championship map and containing similar terrain, runnability and
control features. A number of controls will be set out. You can
purchase a map for $4.00 on the day and visit whatever controls they
wish. No times will be taken.
Starts 12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
SOCIAL
Irish blarney evening and prizegiving at Tauponui-a-Tia
College Hall, Spa Road, Taupo from 6:00 p.m. on Sunday evening. Good
hot meal & salad available for $6.50 - stoke up that energy for the
relays - prepaid tickets to be ordered with your entry and sent out
with the programme. Prizegiving straight afterwards. Music. Prize/s
for the best-dressed (and behaved?) Irish type/s so plan now!
POLYPROPYLENE TOPS Order your distinctive N.Z. O Champs polypropylene
crew neck top,
in brilliant emerald green, long sleeve for $23, or
short sleeve for $21. Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, X-Large. Cheap
rates for bulk orders so order now. Read all about this marvellous
material in Mapsport # 4
ACCOMODATION Arrange your own
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NEW ZEALAND ORIENTEERING RELAY CHAMPIONSHIPS 1987
Monday 26 October 1987
AT

CROHANE, one hour's drive from Taupo, one kilometre to the
east side of the Mohaka River Bridge

HOSTED BY

Hawkes Bay Orienteers with Brian Crawford and Russell
Mardon as course-setters, Sharon Mardon as coordinator and
Colin Tait as controller

ON

New five colour, 1:10 000, 5 metre contours map of gentle
to steep slopes with the usual Hawkes Bay gorges. Planted
in 10 year old radiata pine with some small areas of open
farmland. Mostly good running and good visibility

CLASSES

Open - Open Women - M35 - W35 - MIXED A - MIXED B JUNIOR 15-18 - JUNIOR 14 & under
* Ages as at 31 December 1987

ENTRIES
Closing date, postmarks 25 September 1987. Late entries
accepted at double entry fee up to 30 September 1987
Senior
teams
$21.00
Junior teams
$12.00
Mixed teams - the total of $4 per Junior & $7 per Senior entered
Send to Taupo

Orienteering Club, P.O.Box 666, Taupo

Enquiries about entries 'phone Tony Trass Taupo (074) 89876
Enquiries about relays 'phone Sharon Mardon Hastings (070) 68558
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NZ

TRIALS

The recent series of trials for the WOC New Zealand team have drawn
to a conclusion and the team has been selected. From the point of
view of being a NZ selector 'with an ear to the ground' , I would like
to publicise some points which I feel would improve future trials for
WOC and also the annual Australia v New Zealand Challenge teams.
1. Instead of trials up and down the country spread over two or three
months, have one complete weekend of three trials similar to the
recent Auckland 3-day, where selectors can make the necessary comparisons between competitors from throughout the country.
This
should take place as near as possible to the particular approaching event. The selectors can use badge events close to this time
if more comparisons are needed. Thus the individual can organise
his or her training so as to peak for the trials and maintain form
for the approaching major event. This would have to be NZOF policy
and planned well in advance on the 'O' -calendar so as to coincide
with the major event.
2. If we want our elite runners to perform to their maximum ability
at WOC, the clubs must omit them from any club duty such as mapping, planning, controlling, organising Winstone Forest Runs, etc,
for at least three months prior to the WOC trials. It was quite
obvious to us selectors that these time consuming duties had a
serious effect on the fitness and mental preparation of several of
our leading orienteers and quite certainly cost them higher
placings in the trials and a probable place in the team. I know
that this is not Sweden, with their armies of older orienteers
running the committees, but I will repeat, if we want our elite
orienteers to perform creditably at WOC they must be thoroughly
prepared.
3. There is a need for heavier or better quality map bags and clipcards. Too many times recently we have seen highly trained, dedicated orienteers, who have put in many months training, have their
chance of success go down the drain because of inferior materials.
We can say, "You should make a point of looking after your map",
but do you really accept this is the answer? At the recent Huriwai
and Glenbervie trials one slip on a slippery, rocky surface or
muddy, steep slope could cause the tiny puncture that lets in the
offending moisture. Running through dense, wet undergrowth as at
last year's NZ Champs, a lot of orienteers got tears in their map
bags and this certainly cost Rob Garden and Alastair Landels
higher placings. When orienteers of this calibre and speed run
through a dense forest it is inevitable that punctures will occur.
We need better quality bags and clipcards. The
district
which
runs these major events must be responsible for obtaining them.
4. The course planner and controller must be precise with the placement of the control circles on the map. The control site must be
in the exact centre of the circle; nothing else is good enough. A
trial, or any pre-marked event for that matter, has to be fair to
all orienteers so that the competitor can move quickly and confidently into and out of the control, and not get involved in a
14

lucky or luckless search. Yes, I know the work and concentration
this involves. Tricia and I have spent many hours on 5 pre-marked
events over the past 6 years getting this exactness, and have
thrown out many maps till the course is exactly right.
Perhaps
the old moral 'Do unto others as you would have them do unto you'
should apply here, and the same goes for green or hidden controls.
If this approach is adhered to, the planner and controller will be
warmly rewarded with appreciative and positive comments.
5. There is a need to give more 'kudos' to planners and controllers.
When publicity articles are written, whether for newspapers or
'O'-magazines, it would do no harm if a paragraph was given on the
nature of the courses and the two officials responsible. After all
these two persons are the most important people at the event, having spent many hours (30+ each) energywise and forsaken considerable work, family and pleasure time. They would certainly feel a
lot more appreciated and perhaps an award for the most popular
courses of the year would not go amiss.
I realise that some of my comments may move me close to being on the
dreaded 'purists' list that some clubs appear to have, but really,
would these petty lists have ever occurred if the above minor points
had been adhered to?
Wayne Aspin

AUCKLAND
ORIENTEERING
CHAMPIONSHIPS
BADGE EVENT & AUCKLAND OY 7
WOODHILL

FOREST.

DATES
ORGANISERS:
SETTER:
CONTROLLERS:
VENUE:
MAP DETAILS:

Sunday October 11th 1987
Central Orienteering Club.
John Rix
Selwyn Palmer and Martin Newton
Temu Road
Scale, 1:10.000. 3.5m contours.
Used once before at the 1986 N.Z. Championships.
Intricate coastal sand dunes to steep forest slopes.

ENTRY

Seniors
$6.50
Juniors............. $3.50
Families
$16.50

ENTRIES

FEES:

CLOSE:

15th September 1987. Late entries accepted at
double entry fee.

Courses
&
Grades:
C1 M21E
11
C2
M21A
C3
M35A W21E
C4
M19A M40A M45A
C5
M17A M50A W19A W21A W35A
C6
M15A M21B M35-44B W17A
C7
W15A W21B
C8 M55A M60A W40A W45A
C9
M13A M15-18B M21C M45+B W35B
C10 W13A
C11 W50A W55A W60A
C12 M11A W11A W15-18B W21C W40+B
C13 M-10 M12-14B W-10 W12-14B
WAYFARERS
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Approx. Length.
km
8 km
7 km
6 km
5.5 km
5 km
4 km
4 km
3.5 km
3 km
3 km
2.5 km
2 km
2 km

A

5-DAY

& A 2 -DAY I N AUSTRALIA

Orienteers travelling to Tasmania for APOC '88 may like to carry on
to the Australian mainland to compete in the Central Coast 5-days and
the Toukley 2-day Pairs events. The 5-day event runs from the 16th to
20th January 1988 followed by the 2-day on 23rd & 24th January.
The 5-day offers a full range of classes and the venue is Wyong, NSW,
just north of Sydney, The 2-day is a bit different from the usual
event, being for teams of two orienteers, and there are only two
classes. Open Pairs and Short Pairs. The venue, Toukley, is near
Wyong.
There are 3 races for the 2-day event:
Saturday A two-leg relay.
Saturday night - Chasing start, both partners starting together
but on different courses, and the first to
finish counts for the team time. (Only one must
run but both can).
Sunday Chasing start, score event in which the pairs
share the controls and must visit all the controls between them and then finish together.
Accommodation is at "Beveington", 6k from Toukley, in the town of
Budgenoi, at A$7,00 per person/per night without meals. Toukley is
100km north of Sydney with an expressway between. Bus hire (15 to 20
seats) is available locally for $80 to $100 per day. If a bus load go
over, Frank Anderson has offered to pick them up from the Sydney airport in his club bus and drive them to Toukley to pick up their own
bus. Otherwise if only a few people enter they may be able to fit in
with Frank's club bus for travel to the events.
More information can be obtained from Frank or Ethel Anderson, who
are members of the Australian team competing in the Challenge events
in September or by writing to Frank at 84 Main Road, Toukley, New
South Wales 2263, Australia.

CENTRAL

CHATTER

Welcome to new member Alf Fish.
Farewell to Tim & Vivienne Cruikshank who have
recently moved to Upper Moutere, Nelson, We wish them well in their
new venture.
O-suit Competition: Entries will be judged at the next committee
meeting on 5 August and the winner will be notified shortly after
this date.
All entries received are of a very high standard so
judging will be quite difficult.
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T-shirt etc. Survey: Results from this survey showed an overwhelming
preference for a sweatshirt. Does anyone have ideas for a small neat
logo for our club? All ideas will be considered.
Equipment: Peter Johnson has recently changed his address. He can
now be found (if not in his taxi) at :
134 Allum Street, Kohimarama, Auckland 5, Phone 589-749.
The dunny brigade at the next OY will have their work made easier by
the club's purchase of a dunny hole boring implement. Other recent
purchases have been two small collapsible tables for use at events.
Next Committee Meetings:
August 5th
:
Tony & Margaret Nicholls' , 170 Campbell Road, One
Tree Hill. (Don't park in the driveway - park in the
little side street opposite).
September 2nd : Eddie & Robyn Reddish's, 12 Pooley Street, Pakuranga.
Incidentally, how about giving me some news for this column. Beware!
I may change from being a Chatterbox to a cousin of Felicity Ferret.
Chatterbox (Ph 884-375)

NORTH WEST

NEWS

•

Make a note now of the Club Champs - they will
be on 23 August in conjunction with OY6 in
Woodhill Forest. There are trophies to be won
in all OY grades. These will be presented at our club dinner in
November.

•

Be warned, sharp eyes are watching for promising juniors and up
and coming veterans for two extra-special trophies. We can't
allow the Martin family to monopolise them.

•

Our impromptu Trivial Pursuit evening was a great success - we
tried to contact everybody, if you were missed, 'Sorry, we did
try.' Thanks again to the Stones for inviting us - 25 past,
present and future members enjoyed a challenging evening.

•

It is good to see John Ranson back on his feet again,
important, back in the forest.

•

Our ranks will be depleted this month with Lisa and Geoff
competing in the Scottish 6-days and Katie and Carey (& Paul)
off to the World Champs. Dave Melrose has already left.
Good luck to you all.

•

Don't forget our monthly club meeting is held at Birkdale
Primary School, corner Birkdale St Salisbury Roads, Birkdale on
the first Thursday of every month commencing at 7.30pm, The
next meetings are on 6 August and 3 September, All members are
welcome.
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and more

SOUTH

AUCKLAND

RUMBLINGS

•

Big Welcome to the following new members:
Trevor Carswell
Anthony Roderick
Aaron Wood
The Zinzan Family - David, Barbara, Melissa and Paula
Raewyn Liddington
Craig Duthie
and something called the 'Orange Roughie', (who found him?)

•

Keep Monday 21st September free. Route choice and course setting
discussion evening suitable for family involvement. All enquiries to Robbie, ph (085) 86-911. Will also be a welcome back for
Jeanine and Rob from their World Champs trip.

•

The next club meeting on 3rd August will be at the Currie residence, Waiuku. The September meeting is still a closely guarded
secret, but will be somewhere in Papakura. Watch this space.

•

Over sixty people jammed into Pinky's in Pukekohe for the annual
club nosh-up. Well done Robbie and Val for the great idea and
to Jim and Phyl for the novel spot prizes. Hope Brownie puts his
to good use!!!

•

From Rob Garden and Jeanine Browne:
We would like to thank the SAOC for the help and encouragement
they gave us in our various endeavours before our departure for
WOC. The fund raising activities and training exercises have
brought the squad together in a way that hasn't happened before
and we now feel that there is a keen, young group, assisted by a
few old heads, working together as a team.
Jeanine would particularly like to place on record the help she
has had from her friend Joanne Cunningham who pushed her along
in her training runs, encouraged her in her low times and worked
so hard at fund raising.
To those club members who bought wine, sold raffle tickets,
assisted at the Winstone and Waiuku Forest runs and generally
followed our progress, thank you all,

•

Don't forget to contact either Unni Lewis (ph 298-0320) or
Lyndsay Shuker (ph 085 86-911) if you want to run in either the
Area Relays, the Auckland Relays or the New Zealand Relays.
The Weasel

COVER

QUIZ

Last month's maps were Top left
Bottom left
Right

Redoubt Road
Long Bay
Temu Road
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From Taupo
Newsletter

Parents' Charter for Teenagers

HARVEST FIELD

Don't spoil me:Iknow quite well that I ought not to have all that I ask
for; I'm only testing you.

JUNE 1987

Parents have the right to actlikehuman beings; that is to say, they have
a right tofallinto sudden and irrational rages, to change their minds, to
contradict themselves and to be stubborn, capricious and prejudiced
—in short, to act like their children at times.
Don't be afraid to be firm with me: I prefer it; it makes me feel secure.
Parents have the right to befreefrom political indoctrination. It may
well be that the world would be a finer place if all possessions were held in
Don't let me form
bad habits: I have to rely on you to detect them in thecommon, the police abolished, pot legalised, schools handed over the
early states.
controlofpupils and parliament turned into a commune — but parents
Don't make me feel smaller than I am: It only makes me behave stupidly
are not necessarily shambling morons if they hope that the revolution
does not come in their lifetime.
big.
Parents have the right to decide on their own personal appearance. A
Don't correct me in front of people if you can help it: I'll take more
father does not wish to be told that his hair is too short, his tie too wide
notice of you if you'll talk quietly with me privately.
and his braces grotty, nor does he want a psychedelic tank top for
Don't make me feel that my mistakes are sins: It upsets my sense of
Father's Day.
Parents have the right to freedom from unnecessary worry.IfIt takes
values.
you
fourhours to nip out for a milk-shake at the corner dairy, it will not
Don't be too upset when I say that'lhate you': It isn't you I hate but your
occur to them that halfway down the road you decided to join a protest
power to thwart me.
march. Instead they will assume that you have been kidnapped, raped,
murdered, or some grisly combination of all three.
Don't protect me from consequences: I need to learn the painful way by
facing my mistakes sometimes.
Parents have the right to sleep. If you promise to be in by 12.30a.m.-they
will not wish to be still counting the flowers on the wallpaper at 4am!
Don't take too much notice of my ailments: I'm quite capable of trading
Parents
have the right to enjoy their own homes. This becomes diffi
on them.
if one of the bedrooms appears to have been converted without a building
Don't nag: If you do I shall have to protect myself by appearing deaf.
permit, into a piggery. You may argue that your room has nothing to do
with them — a glance at the signature on the cheques that pays the bills
Don't forget that I cannot explain myself as well as I should.
will prove otherwise.
Parents have the right to criticise and rebuke their teenagers without
Don't tax my honesty too much: I'm easily frightened into telling lies.
fear of reprisals. In this context reprisals will mean muttering, sulking,
screaming, slamming doors, making motions with the right hand and
Don't be inconsistent: That completely confuses me and makes me
threats to run away from home.
lose faith in you.
Parents have the right to expect a reasonable return for their labours.
Don't put me off whenIask questions: If you do, you'll find that I stop
Having acted for years as unpaid nursemaid, cleaner, night watch man,
asking and seek information elsewhere.
valet, banker, laundress, sportscoach, guidance counsellor, odd-job
man and general dogsbody, they are entitled to ask you occasionally to
Don't tell
me my fears are silly: They are terribly real and you can do put out the milk bottles.
much to reassure me if you try to understand.
Parents are not to be humiliated for their owninadequacies.They may
Don't ever suggest that you are perfect or infallible: It gives me too
not be addressed in 6th form French, interrogated about rainfall in Peru
or be expected to calculate the sub-set of the integers.. .At dances they
great a shock when I find that you are neither.
have a right to foxtrot without being mocked.
Don't think that it is beneath your dignity to apologise to me: An honest
Parents have complete freedom to nag, cajole, warn, scold, forbid and
apology makes me feel surprisingly warm toward you.
offer unsolicited advice, not because they enjoy it, but because they have
Don't forget that I cannot thrive without lots of understanding love, but
a duty to exercise their most precious and unalienable right
PARENTS HAVE A RIGHT TO BE PARENTS.
I don'tneedto tell you that, do I?
— Father James Meates, O.F.M.

A Teenagers Cry to Parents

SUUNTO
STAR
The SUUNTO STAR is a completely new compass that makes
orienteering simple and faster. It
fits snugly on the thumb, and by
keeping the map and compass in
the same hand both can be seen at
the same time.

$30.00 ea
LESS 10% DISCOUNT TO MEMBERS
(Mail Order send $29.00, covers Postage)

Available from
SURPLUS DISTRIBUTORS LTD

Cnr Hobson/Cook Sts
AUCKLAND
P.O. Box 39-141

Ph: 732-675

ORIENTEERING
For

all

your

-

BUSINESS

accommodation

-

PLEASURE
requirements

Call

THE ACCOMMODATION EXPERTS

INSTANT FREELINE
We can book you a hotel almost anywhere
in the world AND at no cost to you
Telephone
DOMESTIC RESERVATIONS
INTERNATIONAL RESERVATIONS

794-660
394-549

IF OUT OF AUCKLAND
DOMESTIC RESERVATIONS
(09) 794-662 (Freephone)
INTERNATIONAL RESERVATIONS
(09) 394-551 (Freephone)
We are about to launch a Corporate Client
Programme with savings from 15% upwards.
Ring us on 799-650 for further information.

